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Article Body:
If you are interested in day trading you first need to know what it is all about and to unders

As the market is never the same day to day, no one particular day trading strategy will work e
This includes recognizing the stocks’ basic trend, the long and short setups, when to enter a

Once you have learned the basics and are ready to try your first day trade, here are some tips

Being a day trader requires a lot of time and practice before you get used to the everyday vol

There are day trading websites that simulate trading. Practice with their trading platform fir

If you are ready for real live trading, do not be scared by the thought of losing money. There

If you lose money, do not worry, as some loss is to be expected. Just remember, with increased
If you profit large sums of money, stop trading. Do not gamble it away by trying to gain even

Sometimes the market will not perform as you expected. When you encounter this situation, it i

Once you gain more experience in day trading, you may be able to predict the direction of a st
If you cannot predict where the market is heading, it is best if you stand aside and wait, or

It is a good idea to record all of your day trading results. This way you can learn what works

Observe good traders. Look at how and when they sell or buy. Generally, good day traders often

Beginners often get emotional in their trades. Avoid this at all cost, stay emotionally detach

Learn to trust your instincts. Relying too much on analysis may mean letting a few good trades

As you gain experience, you will see that different day trading strategies are required on dif

Bad day traders often focus on too many stocks that are not manageable and often lose track on

With patience and practice, you can be successful in day trading, and as your experience grows
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